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This Oracle FCDB Technical Architecture & Deployment Options 12.0.3 training focuses on the technical aspects of Oracle FLEXCUBE DB and adopts a step-by-step approach towards the architecture and basic set-up, various available frameworks and various layers. Expert Oracle University instructors will also deep dive into UI Layer with respect to different menu styles, login Layout, themes, widgets, dashboards, FCDB installation and its integration with FCUB Host and various debugging methods.

Learn To:

- Understand the various layers in the architecture and the login layout, themes, widgets and dashboards.
- Get an overview of the technical architecture and the various interfaces.
- Install Oracle FLEXCUBE DB and bring up the application browser.
- Set up various roles and users.
- Understand the extensibility feature of Oracle FLEXCUBE DB.
- Get an overview of the various channels of FCDB.

Benefits to You

By taking this training course, you'll get a broad picture of the technical aspects of Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking. Learn through interactive instruction and hands-on exercises.

Please Note

You also have the option to choose between the preferred detailed curriculum set for advanced technical training requirements on the system.

Skills Gained

- Understand the various layers in the architecture and the Login Layout, Themes, Widgets, and Dashboards
- Get an overview of the technical architecture and the various Interfaces
- Learn to install Oracle FLEXCUBE DB and bring up the Application Browser
- Set up various 'roles' and 'users'
- Understand the 'extensibility' feature of Oracle FLEXCUBE DB
- Get an overview of the various channels of FCDB

Who Can Benefit

- Business Analysts
• End Users
• Functional Implementer
• Project Manager
• Sales Consultants
• Support Engineer
• Technical Administrator
• Technical Consultant

Prerequisites
• Knowledge of Java and XML is recommended
• Knowledge of PL/SQL is recommended

Course Details

Oracle FLEXCUBE DB Architecture
• Oracle FLEXCUBE Technical Architecture
• Deployment Model

Oracle FCDB Installation
• Database Schema Preparation – FCDB Admin
• Database Schema Preparation – FCDB Entity
• Domain Configurations for FCDB Admin
• Domain Configurations for FCDB Entity

Integration with host
• Day zero setup

Various Debugging Methods

Overview of the various channels

Overview of the FCDB Workbench Framework (LEAP Tool)
• Server and Client Side Extensibility Overview
• Configuration of the LEAP Tool
• Design a new screen
• Modify an existing screen